Sunday,5th December,2021
Little Artists of Nursery

Students of Nursery
were busy with different
sensorial activities like
finger printing, colouring
and sorting beads
according to colours in
their online and physical
classes. These sensorial
activities are also helpful
for their fine motor
development.

Junior Mathematician of FS1

FS1 learners were presented to the number 12 this week. They practised the
grouping through an activity called "Candy counting" as a repetition method. This
action did offer assistance to the children to start moving towards coordinating
one thing at a time with the number as they say it.

Little Botanists of FS2

Activities such as planting
seeds and growing plants are a
great way to address all seven
areas of learning at EYFS.
Plus, they help children to
explore and enjoy the world
around them! This week we
focused on some activities that
will help children to learn about
the different parts of a plant
and what plants need to grow.

Pitha Uthsob
Pitha (পিঠা), is a Bangla word that refers to an indigenous food and food tradition of
Bangladesh and spreading some parts of India specially Bangla speaking region of India.
Pitha Utshob (পিঠা উত্সব), are a part of food tradition and food culture of Bangladeshi
cuisine and occupies an important place in our culinary culture emphasizing on the importance
of preserving and popularizing this art. For Bengalis it has been a long tradition to make
varieties of Pitha, particularly in the winter.
For Pitha there is no similar word in English. To explain others, we interpret Pitha as a rice
cake. But it’s not like the traditional cake or pie what is common in the western world and
in their food culture. Pithas are primarily made from a batter of rice flour or wheat flour,
which is shaped and optionally filled with sweet or savory ingredients.
Pati Shapta Pitha, Sweet Pithas typically include sugar, jaggery, date juice, or palm syrup,
and can be filled with grated coconut, cashews, pistachios, sweetened vegetables, or fruits.
Sweet Pithas are also often flavored using cardamom or camphor. For stuffed vegetable
Pithas, ingredients such as cauliflower, cabbage, radish, or potato are usually fried, baked,
or steamed, and then mashed, cooled, and formed into small balls to stuff into the Pithas.
Pithas are prepared by different ways and that give different test. Depending on the type
of Pitha being prepared, Pithas can be fried in ghee, oil, slow- roasted over a fire,
steamed or baked and rolled over a hot plate. Traditionally in Bangladesh Pithas are
prepared and served on special occasion, such as receiving bridegrooms or brides,
entertaining guests and arranging special get together of family members, relatives or
friends. Pithas are often eaten at small meals, such as breakfast or as a snack with tea,
although there are many sweet varieties that are reserved for desserts or holidays.

Teachers’ Training
Pre-primary training session on "USING BUNCEE TO CREATE
INTERACTIVE CLASSROOM CONTENT" was conducted by Ms.
Tahmina Nasrin (Teacher of FS2). From this workshop teachers get
knowledge on Introduction of a tutorial of Buncee and how teachers
could leverage it to create interactive classroom content.

Nursery: Tasnuva Firoz
FS2: Aswa Hasan, Safwad
Shahed, Kazi Fatima Zaman
Warisha

Communication & Language:
We are going to read out the story to the children. On
rehashing the story, we'll point out the letter ‘s’ in

EYFS- FS1

Sally, Spot, stairs and wind and will make a show of
objects – scarf, socks, submarine, wind, etc. Using
puppets to retell a story always help to develop

Physical Development: The most goals of

language. Children might retell or make up their claim

physical instruction are to: create engine

Spot story with basic puppets. They seem to have a go

capacities like quality, speed, continuance,

at drawing and colouring one of the creatures from the

coordination, adaptability, dexterity and adjust,

story, cutting it out and staying it on to a lollypop

as they are vital aspects for great execution

adhere.

completely different recreations and sports. This
region makes a difference to attain and keep up a

health-enhancing level of physical wellness. It

Personal, Social &

locks in in fundamental exercises that require
cardiovascular effort.

Emotional Development:
Individual, social and emotional

Numbers:

improvement (PSED) bolsters

Hands-on math activity invites

children to memorize to urge on

children to explore shapes, rotation,

with others and make companions.
We are going, to begin with, the

story “Where’s Spot” and will draw
the entryway, the clock, the box,
the stairs, the bed, the wardrobe, the
mat and the bushel on to card and
cut them out. At that point, we are
going to draw the creatures on to
card and cover a board with a cloth
and settle at the back. After that,
we'll put the cards on the board and

Literacy: Phonics is a way of
instructing children how to
examine and compose. It makes
a difference children listen,
recognize and utilize distinctive
sounds that recognize one word
from another within the English
dialect. As the children are
presented with the letter sets,
we'll emphasize as it were on the
sound of the specific letter. We
are progressing to present the
letters concurring to letter arrive
phonic movement!

symmetry, size, orientation, colour,
characterization, abstract and

representational art. To develop the
mathematical concept the children are
going to do some activities like dry
sand tray activity where they will
place little bowls on a table nearby

with a number (1– 10) in each.
Children will use a sieve to find the
biscuits and tweezers to lift them out
and place the appropriate number of
biscuits in each bowl. They will do

some other activities like Dice game
and ‘Spotty Dogs’.

Understanding the
World: There will be a

cooking activity for the

Expressive Art & Design: We will do lots of craft work within this theme.
We will do several activities like: Make a spotty picture, print spots by dipping corks

children. As Spot cherishes

into different colours of paint, Playdough Animals, Loose Parts with circles, Spotty

to prepare (see pages 116,

dotty confetti. The confetti can be used later in collage projects. Children use the

117 & 118 for reference) the

hole puncher to punch holes in the cartridge paper - a great activity to develop those

fine motor skills.

